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Abstract�The Signal�to�Interference ratio �SIR� has

been highlighted in the literature to be a most e�cient

criterion for several methods aiming at reducing the

e�ects of cochannel interference� e�g� diversity recep�

tion� dynamic channel allocation and power control� In

this paper we address the problem on how to obtain

fast and accurate measurements of this parameter in

a practical context� We develop a general SIR estima�

tion technique for narrow�band cellular systems� that is

based on a signal subspace approach using the sample

covariance matrix of the received signal� Simulation re�

sults for a GSM like system show that the SIR can be

estimated to within an error of ��� dB after only 	��

ms� or within an error of ��
 dB after only ��� seconds�

I� Introduction

Several methods and techniques have been developed to
combat the e�ects of cochannel interference� to increase
system capacity and improve communication quality in cel�
lular radio systems� Many such techniques have used the
Signal to Interference Ratio �SIR� to assess signal quality�
and where it has been assumed that the receivers �base
stations in the uplink and mobile stations in the downlink�
can measure this parameter in real time during operation�

For instance� in the optimum ratio combining of signals
from a diversity antenna� the signals are weighted with
their corresponding SIR value in each branch� Further� in
�	
�� it has been shown that an SIR�balancing power con�
trol is optimum in the sense that it maximizes the minimum
SIR for a set of transmitters using a narrow�band channel�
Based on this SIR�balancing property� several distributed
power control algorithms have been derived� see e�g� �		��
The SIR parameter can also be used for hando� and dy�
namic channel allocation ����

However� in contrast to many studies� in which the SIR
criterion is used and assumed to be easily available� little
attention has been devoted to the problem on how to ob�
tain fast and accurate measurements of this parameter in
a practical context�

The SIR estimation problem for analog �e�g� AMPS�
cellular systems has been studied in ��� �	��� In ��� it has
been shown that by separating the received signal into two
components at di�erent frequencies� where the two com�
ponents are known by the receiver� it is possible to get an

estimate of the SIR�

The study in �	�� is con�ned to systems employing QPSK
modulation schemes� It has been demonstrated by numeri�
cal examples� that the average absolute di�erence between
the in�phase and the quadrature envelopes are correlated to
the SIR� and could� therefore� be used as an SIR estimator�

The methods above have focused on analog cellular sys�
tems� where the delay spread usually is negligible compared
to the symbol duration� The second generation of cellular
systems� e�g� D�AMPS �IS���� and GSM� employ high bit
rate TDMA schemes� resulting in time dispersive fading
channels� SIR estimators for this type of systems have re�
cently been studied in �	�� �
�� ����

The study in �
� presents an estimation method� named
Signal to Variation Power �SVR� estimator� which is based
on the observation that on a short time scale� the signal
from the desired transmitter will have a constant envelope�
whilst the joint interference and noise signal produce oscil�
lations� The SVR estimator has been applied to a DECT
system in ���� Numerical results reveal that the estimator
su�ers from a large bias for interesting values of the SIR�

Another SIR estimation method for TDMA cellular sys�
tems� has been developed in �	�� The algorithm is ap�
plied during the reception of the training sequence in each
TDMA slot� in which case the receiver knows the transmit�
ted sequence� providing an unbiased estimate of the SIR�
The study in �	� has demonstrated by numerical examples�
that the SIR can be estimated to within � dB in less than a
second� when using the training and color code sequences in
a D�AMPS cellular system� The method requires� though�
some knowledge of the channel�

In this paper we develop a general SIR estimation tech�
nique for narrow�band cellular systems� that is based on a
signal subspace method� using the sample covariance ma�
trix of the received signal� The method requires essentially
no information about the channel�

In Section II�� we introduce the model and describe our
system� In Section III�� we outline some theory from lin�
ear algebra and derive the subspace based SIR estimator
method� In Section IV�� we evaluate the performance of the
proposed estimator in an hexagonal cellular system using
the GSM frame structure� Finally� we present our conclu�
sions in Section V�



II� System Model

Consider a TDMA cellular radio system and let us focus
on a generic time slot� The transmit �lter� the channel�
the matched �lter and the sampler in a TDMA system can
be represented by a discrete time transversal �lter with a
channel tap spacing equal to the symbol duration ���� The
number of channel taps� which determines the delay spread�
is environment dependent� The delay spread� due to multi�
path propagation� is more dominant in urban areas where
more objects causing re�ections are present� compared to
suburban areas and open terrain� Assume that the e�ective
number of channel taps is equal to M�
Let fajg denote the sequence of transmitted symbols�

The jth received symbol can now be expressed as�

rj �

MX
l��

hl�j�aj�l�� � �	�

where the index j is used to describe the channel tap co�
e�cient� hl�j�� that may vary in time� We further assume
that we employ a modulation scheme� e�g� a PSK modula�
tion method� with the property that E�ai� � � where ai is
a data symbol�
Note that FDMA cellular systems can also be incorpo�

rated into our model� In such systems the delay spread usu�
ally is negligible compared to the symbol duration� which
corresponds to a transversal �lter with M � 	�
If the channel does not vary signi�cantly over L�M � 	

consecutive symbols� we can form an observation vector� y�
of length L as follows�

y � Ah � ���

where the channel taps are represented by the vector h �
�h�� � � � � hM �T � and where xT denotes the transpose of x�
The matrix A is a L � M Toeplitz matrix formed

by any subsequence of consecutive transmitted sym�
bols� For sake of illustration� let the subsequence be
fa�� a�� � � � � aM�L��g� Then the matrix A has the follow�
ing form�

A � �aij � �

�
BBB�

aM � � � a� a�
aM�� � � � a� a�

���
� � �

���
���

aM�L�� � � � aL�� aL

�
CCCA � �
�

where y � �rM � � � rM�L���
�� Since we also will work with

a sequence of observation vectors� let y�k� denote the kth

observation vector formed according to ���� i�e��

y�k� � A�k�h�k� � ���

Let us now expand the model to also include in the re�
ceived signal� the signals from NI number of interferers�
and the receiver noise� The received signal from each of the

interfering transmitters can be expressed as in ���� Hence�
we obtain�

y�k� � A��k�h��k� �

NIX
n��

An�k�hn�k� � n�k� � ���

where the index � is associated with the desired transmit�
ter� The receiver noise n�k� is modeled as an independent�
zero�mean� complex Gaussian random process with second�
order moments

E�n�k�nH�l�� � ��NI�kl � E�n��k�n�l�� � � � ���

where xH denotes the Hermitian transpose of x� ��N is the
noise power� �kl represents the Kronecker delta function�
and I is the identity matrix�

We con�ne our framework to the case when A��k� con�
sists of symbols that are known by the receiver� In TDMA
cellular systems� every burst of symbols within a time slot is
equipped with a training sequence to be used for purposes
such as base station identi�cation� symbol synchronization
and estimation of channel characteristics� The training se�
quence consists of a known pattern of symbols� and is there�
fore used in this study to form the matrix A�� From now
on� let the index k in ��� denote the kth observation vec�
tor formed by the symbols obtained during the reception
of the training sequence in the kth time slot� The train�
ing sequence is identical for all time slots� which yields
A��k� � A� �k �

We further assume that the received signals from the in�
terferers are uncorrelated and mutually uncorrelated� This
assumption is motivated by the following reason� In the
GSM and D�AMPS cellular systems� the base stations are
not synchronized� This implies that the time slots from
any of the cochannel interferers may be received anywhere
within the time slot received from the desired transmitter�
Further� the training sequence is short compared to the
entire length of a time slot� Therefore� it is reasonable to
assume that the received symbols from the interferers� dur�
ing the reception of the training sequence from the desired
transmitter� originate from data symbols� From the as�
sumption that the data symbols � excluding the symbols in
the training sequence� for all transmitters are uncorrelated
and mutually uncorrelated� the assumption stated above
follows directly�

From ���� ��� and the assumptions above� the SIR� ��
can be written as follows� For notational convenience� let
hnj �k� denote the the j

th channel tap for the nth interferer

in the kth observation vector� Then� we have

� �
E�hH� �k�A

H
� �k�A��k�h��k��

E
hPNI

n�� h
H
n �k�A

H
n �k�

PNI

m��Am�k�hm�k�
i
� ��N

�
E�hH� �k�A

H
� �k�A��k�h��k��PNI

n�� �
�
a

PM
j�� E

�
jhnj �k�j

�
�
� ��N

�
��S

��I�N
��



where ��a is the power of the transmitted symbols� ��S is
the power of the desired signal and ��I�N denotes the in�
terference plus noise power�
Study now the covariance matrix� R� of the observation

vectors� that will be used in the next section to derive the
subspace based SIR estimator� The matrix R can be ex�
pressed as�

R � E�y�k�yH�k�� � A�E�h�h
H
� �A

H
� �

�

NIX
n��

E�An�k�hn�k�h
H
n �k�A

H
n �k�� � ��NI

� A�H�A
H
� � ��I�NI � ���

where we have assumed that the channel taps are uncorre�
lated� i�e�� E�hni h

n
j � � �� � i �� j�

III� Subspace Based SIR estimator

Consider the situation where each observation vector�
y�k�� is of length L� such that L � M � The main prob�
lem that we are confronted with is to separate the desired
signal and the interference plus noise signal from the ob�
servation vector in ���� We solve this problem by making
an eigenvector decomposition of the covariance matrix in
����
Let the channel tap covariance matrix H� in ��� have

rank d� The rank d may be less than the number of chan�
nel taps� M � if the channel taps are coherent� i�e�� if they
are identical up to amplitude scaling and phase shift� This�
however� will not a�ect our SIR estimation method� Since
for all practical cases the matrix A� has full rank� the co�
variance matrix of the desired signal� A�H�A

H
� � is pos�

itive semi�de�nite and has rank d� where d � M � L�
This implies that the observation space� of dimension L
and spanned by the columns of the matrix R� can be par�
titioned into a signal subspace spanned by the columns of
A�� and into an interference plus noise subspace where only
the power of the interference plus noise is found� This forms
the basis of all signal subspace techniques�
Hence� the covariance matrix R can be expressed in

terms of its eigenvector decomposition�

R � U�UH � ���

where U � �e�� � � � � eL� consists of the orthonormal eigen�
vectors of R� The diagonal matrix� � �diag��i�� contains
the corresponding eigenvalues� where �� � �� � � � � � �L�
The eigenvalues of R have the following structure�

�i �

�
��Si � ��I�N � if i � 	� � � � � d

��I�N � otherwise
� �	��

where ��Si is the power �variance� of the desired signal along

the ith eigenvector� From �	��� we realize that the d largest
eigenvalues in � correspond to the signal subspace� Thus�
if we know the dimension d� then the signal subspace can be

identi�ed� With this at hand and �	��� we can obtain the
powers of the desired signal and the interference plus noise�
respectively� This is the basic idea with our estimation
technique� How to �nd the dimension of the signal subspace
is described below�
The true covariance matrixR is of course not known and

has to be estimated� Since we want to track time variations
of the SIR� we form amoving average or Bartlett estimate of
the covariance matrix from the K most recent observation
vectors� Let n denote the nth observation vector� after
which we would like to obtain an estimate of the SIR� Then
we have�

�R�n� �
	

K

nX
k�n�K��

y�k�yH�k� � �		�

It has been shown� e�g� ���� that the eigenvalues of the
sample covariance matrix in �		� is a maximum likelihood
estimate of the eigenvalues of the true covariance matrix
R�
Almost all existing approaches to the determination of

the dimension of the signal subspace are based on the ob�
servation that the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance ma�
trix has multiplicity L � d� We have tested two informa�
tion theoretic approaches� both proposed in �	��� the An
Information Criterion �AIC�� and the Minimum Descrip�
tive Length �MDL� principle� It turned out that the MDL
criterion obtained by far the best performance� and was�
consequently� chosen for this task� Strong consistency of
the MDL method has been proved in �	���

To describe the MDL estimation method� let ��� � � � � �
��L denote the eigenvalues of the sample covariance ma�
trix in �		�� Further� de�ne the sphericity test function�
Tsph�m�� as

Tsph�m� �
	

L�m

PL
i�m��

��i�QL
i�m��

��i

� �

N�m

� �	��

and the MDL objective function� FMDL�m�� as

FMDL�m� � K�L�m� log�Tsph�m���
	

�
m��L�m�log�K� �

�	
�
The dimension of the signal subspace is estimated as �	��

�d � argmin
m

FMDL�m� � �	��

From �	����		� and �	��� we now obtain our Subspace
Based �SB� SIR estimator� ���

Subspace Based SIR Estimator

��� Make an eigenvector decomposition of the sample co�
variance matrix �R�

�R � �U �� �U
H
�

where �� � diag���i�� with ��� � � � � � ��L�



��� Estimate the current dimension of the signal subspace�
�d� using �	����	
� and �	���

��� Estimate the interference power according to�

���I�N �
	

L� �d

LX
j��d��

��j �

and the signal power according to�

���S � �

�dX
j��

��j�� �d ���I�N �

��� The estimate of the SIR is then obtained as

�� �
	

L

���S
���I�N

� �	��

where the factor 	�L accounts for the fact that we have
L samples �symbols� of the received signal within each
observation vector�

In the next section we evaluate the performance of the
signal subspace SIR estimator in �	��� We compare its
performance against the performance of the Interference
Projection �IP� SIR estimator proposed in �	�� The basic
idea with the IP estimator is to divide the observation vec�
tor in ��� into short observation vectors of length �M � The
power of the interference plus noise is then estimated by
projecting the observation vectors into the null spaces of
the submatrices� that are formed from the partitioning of
A�� Since the total signal power easily can be estimated�
this method provides an estimate of the SIR� It is impor�
tant to note that the interference projection estimator� in
contrast to the estimator in �	��� requires the knowledge of
the current number of channel taps M �

IV� Numerical Examples

The SIR estimators are evaluated numerically in an
hexagonal cellular system� using the TDMA frame struc�
ture in the GSM speci�cation� A TDMA frame for one car�
rier in GSM consists of eight time slots� where each time
slot� in turn� contains a burst of 	�� symbols �bits�� In
the middle of the burst� the training sequence consisting
of �� symbols �bits� is included� The frame rate is �	����
frames�s� We employ a BPSK modulation scheme with
transmitted symbols ai � f�	� 	g� The carrier frequency is
the same as in GSM� fc � ��� MHz�
We con�ne the simulations to the downlink and consider

the mobile receiver located in the center cell in the hexag�
onal cellular system� where the radius of a cell is 	 km�
We use a �xed channel allocation scheme with reuse dis�
tance 
� The starting position of the mobile receiver is
uniformly distributed over the cell area� The mobile moves

with a constant speed in a direction uniformly distributed
in ��� �	��
The channel tap� hi�k�� is modeled as�

hi�k� �
q
l�kTf �s�kTf �fi�kTf �e

�j��fc�k���Ts � �	��

where Tf � ���	� ms is the frame duration and Ts �

��� 
s is the symbol time� The distance dependent path
loss in �	��� l�t�� is modeled as� l�t� � d�t��	� where d�t� is
the distance between the transmitter and the receiver� The
shadow fading factor� s�t�� is assumed to be log�normally
distributed with a mean of � dB� and a log�standard de�
viation of �f � � dB� The shadow fading is further as�
sumed to have the time correlation function proposed in
���� which has been derived based on �eld experimental
data� If z�t� � �	���f � log�� s�t�� then

E�z�t� ��z�t�� � e�v��X � �	�

where v is the velocity of the mobile user� The parameter
X is the e�ective correlation distance of the shadow fading�
and is assumed to be �
 m�
The Rayleigh fading factor� fi�t�� is obtained from a ray�

tracing propagation package� which provides a time corre�
lated Rayleigh fading process as described in ���� For simu�
lation purposes� the number of channel taps is taken to be
M � ��
The received powers are determined as follows� The re�

ceiver noise is assumed to be 	���
 W ��	�� dB�� All
interferers use the same transmitter power� The received
interference level is set to be �� dB above the noise �oor�
and the signal power is adjusted so that a pre�determined
SIR level is obtained in the receiver�
To evaluate the performance of the two estimators we

use� as performance measure� the expected absolute error�
E�j� � ��j�� where � is the true SIR and �� is the estimated
SIR value� Under every estimation algorithm we take ����
independent trials�
Figure 	 depicts the expected absolute error as a func�

tion of the number of observation vectors� K �the averag�
ing length�� expressed in seconds� K � 	 is equivalent to
���	�ms� Figure 	 shows the performance for di�erent mo�
bile speeds when one interferer is active� Similarly� Figure
� shows the performance when six interferers are active�
We �nd that� with the use of the subspace based es�

timator� the SIR can be estimated to within an error of
��
 dB after only ��� ms� or alternatively� within an error
of ��	 dB after ��� s�
We also observe that the SB estimator is robust against

variations in mobile speeds and number of interferers� in
contrast to the IP estimator�
Further� the SB estimator outperforms the IP estimator

for almost all lengths of averaging� It is only when few
observation vectors are available that the IP method pro�
vides better estimates� This is due to the fact that the IP
technique obtains more than one vector sample within each
received training sequence�
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Fig� �� The expected absolute error in dB as a function of the obser�
vation interval� The true SIR � � dB and the number of interferers
NI � ��

We have also studied the performance for di�erent values
of the SIR� Both estimators were found to be insensitive to
SIR variations�

Note that we have depicted the performance when
the sample covariance matrix is formed starting from
�scratch�� i�e� by starting with no observation vectors avail�
able� As soon as we have obtained a �rst estimate of the
SIR� we can start tracking the time variations of the SIR
according to �		�� This implies that� during the connection
of call �neglecting an initial phase of approximately half a
second�� we will be able to follow the true SIR within an
error of less than ��	 dB� when the SB estimator is used�

V� Conclusions

The SIR has been found to be a most e�cient criterion
for several radio resource management algorithms� that are
designed to combat the e�ects of cochannel interference� In
this paper we have studied the practical problem of obtain�
ing accurate real time measurements of this parameter for
narrow�band cellular systems� We have derived an SIR
estimation method� that is based on an eigenvector decom�
position of the sample covariance matrix of the received
signal�

It has been shown by numerical examples that the sub�
space based SIR estimator is able to estimate the true SIR
within an error of ��
 dB after only ��� ms� or within an
error of ��	 dB after only ��� seconds� Further� the estima�
tor has been demonstrated to outperform the interference
projection estimator� previously proposed in �	��

Since the subspace based method has the ability to track
variations in the channel characteristics� in terms of the ac�
tual number of channel taps� this makes it to an attractive
SIR estimation technique for time dispersive fading chan�
nels�
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